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IMAGE’IN

" Image'In " planters are custom made in France in our workshops of Touraine. Thus they meet all requirements in the best conditions of quality and
service.
Through their projects, our customers push us constantly to renewal and progress. Our plant containers are technical support to their creativity. Image'In
fits well in the trend. Its sleek design highlights the plants in a contemporary style.
Ideal for use indoors or outdoors, thanks to the use of fiber-cement, a durable and maintenance free material. That's why Image'In is a flowerbox resistant
to the worst weather conditions (frost, rain, UV ...).

YOU CHOOSE
To present our expertise and help you build your project, we have created a virtual range.
The formats shown here are an illustration of our manufacturing capacity without being a limit.
We produce according to your choice of shapes, sizes, colors, finishes, options and accessories.
WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU
Planters are accessories in an overall development project. Our philosophy is to adapt to meet the expected
result without compromising and without altering your desire. We take care to maintain a direct relationship
with the designer, thus we assure you the best support in the product definition.
IMPLEMENTATION
As standard, our flowerboxes are placed on the ground, resting on the periphery. In options, you may prefer:
Ground anchor fixing; Handling castors concealed; adjustable pads; distributed load anti-punching; etc.
WATER MANAGEMENT
Typically, bottoms are draining with an evacuation under the tank. Other options are still available: Water reserve
with siphon; Barbican; Integration of horticultural systems ; Waterproof bottom; Water level indicator; etc.
FINISHES
The use of liquid paint : Primer + Two-component polyurethane Paint + Varnish finishing - ensures excellent performance over time,
even in outdoor use.
You can choose all colors of the RAL color chart (excluding color chart optional) in matt, satin, gloss or micronized finishes.
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